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The moment of anticipation ended with adrenaline rush among the young scholars who congregated in the BRAC Auditorium last week to receive the crest for their hard work and outstanding success. Bangladesh International Tutorial (B.I.T) jointly with Edexcel organised 'Annual High Achievers’ Award Ceremony 2009' for the talented students of 'O' Level and 'A' Level who have achieved remarkable results and highest marks globally and locally this year.

Faiza Hasan Abad, founder chairman of BRAC was the Chief Guest while Dr. David Davies, International Manager, Edexcel U.K. was present as the Special Guest in the programme. Dr. Davies congratulated the students for their achievement and requested them to excel likewise in future. His encouraging speech inspired the students to study harder and compete globally.

Founder Principal of B.I.T Lubina Choudhury asked the students to follow the lessons through which the school have always guided them and become respectful citizens. Senior students along with recipients, teachers, parents, and guests from respective fields were also present in the ceremony.

Recipients of the awards in the Ordinary Level ('O' Level) were Nazrul E. Alam, Iffatnur Bidda, Md. Tasniam Akram, Md. Samin Yasar, Proklim Malik, Wali uz Zaman, Saadman Seraj Ahmed, Fathi Haque Rashna, Isam Samraan Hassan, Joyoti Shifani, Siama Haque, Shafreen Binte Jamil, Atihoyee Nilima Nodi, Shohela Hakim, Tahsin Hassan, Shafiq Mityar. While recipients of the awards in the Advanced Level ('A' Level) were Rozendozuddin Ahmed, Afnad Alauddin Sarker, Romac Alex Danhina, Abu Shohid Khan, Afreen Zaman Khan, E.V. G. Rochani Anurka Wimalakanth, Maruf Haider, Md. Sunny Alim and Shadman Shaban Haque.